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Abstract
Grid computing has emerged from category of distributed and parallel computing where the
heterogeneous resources from different network are used simultaneously to solve a particular problem that
need huge amount of resources. Potential of Grid computing depends on my issues such as security of
resources, heterogeneity of resources, fault tolerance & resource discovery and job scheduling. Scheduling
is one of the core steps to efficiently exploit the capabilities of heterogeneous distributed computing
resources and is an NP-complete problem. To achieve the promising potential of grid computing, an
effective and efficient job scheduling algorithm is proposed, which will optimized two important criteria to
improve the performance of resources i.e. makespan time & resource utilization. With this, we have
classified various tasks scheduling heuristic in grid on the basis of their characteristics.
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1. Introduction
Grids computing is evolved from existing technology like distributed & parallel computing , web
services, Internet, various cryptography technologies having more intelligent security features and
virtualization feature for the next-generation of e-Science and e-business applications [1]. Grid
computing is based on the cooperation of multiple processing elements on multiple distributed &
dynamic machines, to boost the computational power in the scientific problem and other field
which require huge capacity of the CPU cycles & other resources. Due to the dynamic nature of
the resources, a grid is another form of heterogeneous computing (HC) system. Different kind of
resources used in grid like computation resources (i.e. a machine sharing its CPU), storage
resources(i.e. a machine sharing it’s RAM or disk space), communication resources (i.e. sharing
of bandwidth or a communication path), software and licenses and many other special equipment
(i.e. sharing of devices). [2]
The resource management system (RMS) which is central component of a grid computing accepts
requests from user and assigns resource from the overall pool of grid resources which fulfill user
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requirement. There are number of issues in RMS such as resource discovery, resource scheduling,
resource monitoring, resources inventories, resource provisioning, load balancing, fault isolation,
service level management system [3]. However, grid scheduling and grid load balancing are the
main issues [4].
Scheduling the jobs to the resources in grid computing is also complicated due to the distributed,
dynamic and heterogeneous nature of the resources [5].Scheduling is one of the core steps to
efficiently exploit the capabilities of heterogeneous distributed resource. A scheduling is a
process that maps and manages the execution of inter-dependent tasks/independent task on the
distributed resources. It allocates suitable resources to various tasks to satisfy the agreement
between resource producer & resource consumer. Poor scheduling will reduce performance of the
nodes participating in grid system. Due heterogeneous, dynamic nature of resources, the problem
of mapping tasks on distributed services belongs to a class of problems known as NP-hard
problem [6]. Due to dynamic & heterogeneous nature of resources, neither algorithm can produce
optimal schedule. We can only make our best to find the most suitable solution for users.
Working of grid scheduler passing from four stages i.e. a) Resource discovery b) Resource
selection c) Job selection d) Job execution. Scheduler is responsible for selecting resources from
pool resources and schedule tasks in such a way that the resource usage policy and task
constraints are satisfied, in terms of execution time, deadline & cost of the resources utilized [7].
Scheduler returns the “best” such schedule. “Best” is defined by some performance metric [8]. All
scheduling algorithms which were mostly considering only single parameter i.e.
makespan(completion time of last finished task or job) which is not sufficient to produce idle grid
system. According to Wright [9], a scheduler is designed to satisfy one or more of the following
common objectives: (a) maximizing system throughput; (b) maximizing resource utilizations; (c)
maximizing economic gains; and (d) minimizing the turn-around time for an application. To
minimize the overall turn-around time of the tasks and thus increase the throughput of the system,
it is important that right resources be assigned to every task. Since task may have dependency or
independency between each other’s, so there are two case to assign tasks in grid. First case is for
dependent task. In this, split the task into multiple subtasks. Then these subtasks assigned to a
resource which fulfill the requirements of task. These tasks may have dependency among
themselves. This process is termed matching. After this order of execution of the subtasks is
identified. During this ordering, dependencies may be considered & the process of ordering for
execution is called scheduling. The overall process of matching and scheduling is termed
mapping. Second case is for mapping is for independent tasks. The aim of mapping in both above
cases is to maximize an objective function, which is based on QoS attributes such as execution
time, response time or those requested by the users of the HC system [10]. To achieve such
objective, certain heuristics have been developed for mapping. In the following section, various
mapping heuristics will be discussed and the assumptions made while describing the heuristics.

2. Related Work
Mapping heuristics can be either static or dynamic. In Static mapping information regarding all
participating nodes is collected & matching and scheduling decisions are made before the actual
execution of the task. In dynamic mapping, matching and scheduling decisions are made on the
fly as the application executes. The accuracy of static mapping heuristics depends on the accuracy
of these estimates. The result scheduling in the grid systems are based on the mapping heuristics.
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The component called mapper maintains a two dimensional matrix known as the expected time to
compute (ETC) matrix. It contains the expected execution times of a task that are running on all
participating node in the grid. execution time of the tasks on different nodes is represented by row
entries in ETC & time taken by a node to execute tasks is represented by column entries in ETC.

2.1 Heuristic descriptions
This section, discuss five heuristics for scheduling tasks to various machines which are
participating in grid. Then we propose an efficient heuristic called Optimized Assignment of
Independent Task (OAIT) algorithm
Opportunistic Load Balancing: OLB assigns tasks to the next available machine in grid. If
more than one machine is available, any one machine is chosen arbitrarily. It does not consider
expected execution time of the task on that machine. [11]
Fast Greedy or Minimum Completion Time (MCT): This heuristic assigns each task to the
machine which completes in minimum time. MCT heuristic does not consider execution time of a
task on that machine, so some time execution time of task will be increase on the machine where
the task has to be assigned. [12]
Minimum Execution Time (MET): In this heuristic task is assigned in to machine which give
least execution time for that task’s execution. Due to this, it can cause load imbalance on
resources. MET has advantage over MCT, is its simplicity of implementation. [13]
Min-min: The Min-min heuristic begins with the set of all unmapped tasks. Then, minimum
completion time for each task is found on every machine. Next, the task with the overall
minimum completion time is selected and assigned to the corresponding machine (hence the
name Min-min). Last, the newly mapped task is removed from U, and the process repeats until all
tasks are mapped (i.e., U is empty). Min-min & MCT both heuristic produce minimum
completion time. [13][14]
Max-Min: The max-min mapping heuristic is similar to the min-min mapping heuristic. The first
step of this heuristic is identical to the min-min heuristic. In the second step, instead of choosing
the task having the minimum of earliest completion times among all the tasks, max-min chooses
the task having maximum of earliest completion times and assigns it to the corresponding
machine. The machine availability time is updated and the process is repeated for every task in
the metatask. The max-min mapping heuristics would generally outperform min-min mapping
heuristics, when the number of short tasks is greater than that of long tasks. [12][14].

3. Proposed OAIT Algorithm
All discussed heuristics in previous section are known for reducing makspan time based on
different set of inputs. But utilization of resources is not up to the mark. While proposed OAIT
algorithm reduces makspan as well as optimizes the resource utilization & balance the load on all
participating nodes.
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When a job is received, mostly heuristic try to find node, which executes job in minimum time
without considering current load on that node. As a result some nodes will be overload & load
distribution is imbalance. But OAIT heuristic, assigning bigger jobs before assignment of smaller
jobs by considering current load on nodes as shown in fig 1. N represent node. Length of Bar
represent the execution capacity of node i.e. more length more execution capacity. Let us consider
two jobs one is heavy job J5 (i.e. with maximum number of instruction) assign to fast node N0 &
second light job J1 (i.e. with minimum number of instruction) assign to low execution capacity
node N3.As a result waiting period for longer jobs will be reduced & also till the completion of
longer jobs many smaller jobs will be executed parallel on other light nodes. This will give better
resource utilization & reduce the overall turnaround time.
N0
N1
N2
N3
N4
N5

J5
J0
J4
J1
J3
J2
Fig 1: Job distribution

3.1 Proposed grid scheduling architecture
Grid is basically a collection of resources. Each resource consists of number of machine & each
machine may have more than one number of processing elements (PE). Fig 1 shows the proposed
Grid scheduling architecture. The architecture is composed of Job queue, Grid scheduler (GS),
Machines, Local scheduler (LS), processing elements (PE). User submits job to Job queue. The
GS analyzes the job’s requirements and then select appropriate machine, after gathering
information from various Local Scheduler which are connected with GS. Then GS pass job to
selected Local Scheduler. LS have complete information about their local PE like execution
capacity, current load etc. This information is used by LS, to select the best PE using the
proposed scheduling policy & assign the jobs for execution.

Fig 2: Grid Scheduling Architecture
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3.2 Terminology used in Proposed OAIT algorithm:
 JOBQUEUE [id][# instruction]. Its 2D array having two parameters i.e. job Id & number
of instructions.
 Job Size: Define by number of instructions.
 Node (Mi,PEj): Define by ith PE on jth machine.
 Turnaround time (TAT): It is the numeric value of node. Its interval from the time of
submission of a job till completion of job. If the TAT value of any node is non-zero,
means node is busy to executing task & calculated by:
TAT = Old TAT of node + (number of instruction /Power of node (Hz))
 Power of node: Capacity to executing jobs. Define by MIPS(millions of instruction per
second)
 Expected time to compute (ETC) matrix: its 2D array, where rows represent participating
machines in grid & column entry represents all PE on that machine. Each entry in ETC
represent by TAT of that node. Shown in fig 3.
PE1

PE.. PEn

MC1
MC2
MC..
MCn
Fig 3. ETC Matrix

 Temp_TAT_F[][]: Its representation is similar to ETC matrix & use to store TAT value
of each node (Mi,PEj) for executing job having minimum number of instructions.
 Temp_TAT_L[][]:Its representation is similar to ETC matrix & use to store TAT value of
each node (Mi,PEj) for executing job having maximum number of instructions.

3.3 OAIT Algorithm
1. Create Grid resource by defining number of machines & PE with MIPS rating.
2. Submit jobs in array JOBQUEUE[id][# instruction]
3. Sort the jobs of JOBQUEUE [id][# instruction] in ascending order, based on second
parameter of JOBQUEUE(i.e. # instruction).
4. Initialize entry of ETC [][] matrix to zero.
5. Scheduler component read two jobs at same time, first Job#min i.e. one with minimum
number of instructions & second Job#max i.e. with maximum number of instructions from
JOBQUEUE [][] , until JOBQUEUE will be empty
a) Calculate TAT for Job#min & Job#max on every node separately, & store in array
"Temp_TAT_f [][] ” & "Temp_Tat_L [][]” respectively.
b) Choose the minimum value (TATmin) from array Temp_Tat_L[][] & select its
corresponding Machine(MCl) & processing element (PEl)
c) Choose the maximum value (TATmax)from array Temp_Tat_f[][] but less than
the TATmin i.e. (TATmax<TATmin) & select its corresponding machine MCf & PEf
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d) if( MCf ==MCl && PEf ==PEl )
i.
Choose the second largest value (TATsec_max) from array
Temp_Tat_f[][] but less than the TAT min i.e. (TATsec_max<TATmin) &
select its corresponding MCf & PEf
ii.
ETC[MCf][PEf]=TATsec_max;
ETC [MCl][PEl]= TATmin;
e) Else update array ETC[][]
i. ETC [MCf][PEf]= TATmax;
ii. ETC [MCl][PEl]= TATmin;
f) Go to step 5.
6. After every second, another thread decrement every TAT value of ETC matrix
7. If all entry in ETC matrix become zero then exit
Initialize all entry of ETC matrix to zero, represent nodes are free. JOBQUEUE receive jobs from
user & rearrange in ascending order according to priority. Priority may be defined by any criteria,
but in proposed OAIT priority is number of instructions. Proposed OAIT heuristic read two jobs
from JOBQUEUE at same time i.e. one with minimum instruction (Job#min) & second with
maximum instruction (Job#max). Find the node NL, which execute Job#max in minimum time &
calculate TATmin. For better resources utilization & reduce the makespan for all pending Jobs ,
OAIT finds slowest node from pool of nodes which executes Job#min with maximum time &
calculate TATmax , but less than TATL i.e. ( TATmax < TATmin). Update the ETC matrix by final
Tmax & TATmin corresponding to the node. After assignment of all jobs, decrement thread called,
which decrement the TAT value of busy nodes by one after every second, till TAT value of nodes
becomes zero.

4. Experimental Detail:
OAIT, MET, Min-Min, Max-Min, MCT heuristics are implemented on Grid simulator (GridSim).
Table 1 shows the scenario of Grid, in which four machines are used with different number of PE
to execute the Jobs. Each PE has specific MIPS rating. Table 2 shows set of 40 jobs with number
of instruction (MI) that are executed on Grid simulator using different scheduling heuristic.
Machine
Mc0
Mc1
Mc2
Mc3

PE0 (mips)
90

PE1 (mips)
150

80
700
450

350
60

PE2 (mips)
600

PE3 (mips)

200

120

Table 1
Job id

# instruction (MI)

Job id

# instruction(MI)

Job0

20000
16000
12000

job20

2000
10000
3000

job1
job2

job21
job22
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job3
job4
job5
job6
job7
job8
job9
job10
job11
job12
job13
job14
job15
job16
job17
job18
job19

13000
19000
15000
60000
7000
2000
45000
3000
65500
18000
5500
30000
14500
300000
120000
320000
315000

job23
job24
job25
job26
job27
job28
job29
job30
job31
job32
job33
job34
job35
job36
job37
job38
job39

70000
650000
30000
30000
89900
32900
12000
4000
2000
34000
130000
99900
14500
18000
3000
184000
150000

Table2

5. Result & Conclusion
The proposed OAIT algorithm is evaluated for Makespan time, Resource utilization and
compared with the other existing heuristics. Table 3 compare the makespan time of the proposed
OAIT algorithm and the existing MET, Min-Min, Max-Min, MCT heuristics. From fig 4, it is
found that proposed OAIT algorithm reduces the Makespan time i.e. executes all the jobs in
minimum time, comparatively to other existing heuristics.
Scheduling Heuristics

Makespan time(sec)

OAIT

1082

MET

4222

Min-Min

3413

Max-Min

4899

MCT

1496

Table 3.Compartition of Makespan time
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6000
4899

5000

4222

4000

3413

3000
2000

1496

1082

1000
0

Makespan

Fig 4 Makespan Time

Table 4 compares Resource utilization time (how much time resources are used to executing the
assigned jobs) by proposed OAIT algorithm and other existing MET, Min-Min, Max-Min, MCT
heuristics. From fig 5, it is found that proposed OAIT algorithm gives better result as
comparatively to other existing heuristics. OAIT algorithm use resources in optimized way & for
constant time till the execution of last job. This will also help to distribute computational load
among all participating nodes according to capacity of node. While MET, Max-Min, Min-Min
shows unbalanced execution load, which lead to poor utilization of resources. MCT shows better
result for utilizing resources but not so well as comparatively than proposed OAIT algorithm.
Nodes
Mc-0 /PE-0
Mc-0/PE-1
Mc-0 /PE-2
Mc-1 /PE-0
Mc-1 /PE-1
Mc-2 /PE-0
Mc-3 /PE-0
Mc-3 /PE-1
Mc-3 /PE-2
Mc-3 /PE-3

OAIT
Time(sec)
954
1066
1043
999
1079
1072
1050
1007
1010
1082

MET
Time(sec)
0
0
0
0
0
4222
0
0
0
0

Max-Min
Time(sec)
9604
8016
5566
8849
7345
7842
6759
9765
7107
7921

Min-Min
Time(sec)
0
3065
5743
0
2279
3640
2004
0
3449
1399

MCT
Time(sec)
355
915
1191
243
1000
1496
1170
116
427
382

Table 4: Comparison of Resource utilization
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Execution time

OAIT

MET

Max-Min

Min-Min

MCT

12000
10000
8000
6000
4000
2000
0

Processing Nodes
Fig. 5 Resources utilization
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